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ABSTRACT
This paper investigates CSCW aspects of large-scale tech-
nical projects based on a case study of a specific Danish en-
gineering company and uncovers challenges to CSCW ap-
plications in this setting. The company is responsible for
management and supervision of one of the worlds largest
tunnelhidge construction projects. Our primary aim is to
determine requirements on CSCW as they unfold in this
concrete setting as opposed to survey and laboratory
investigations. The requirements provide feedback to
product development both on specific functionality and as a
long term vision for CSCW in such settings.

The initial qualitative analysis identitled a number of bottle-
necks in daily work, where support for cooperation is
needed. Examples of bottlenecks are: sharing materials, is-
suing tasks, and keeping track of task status. Grounded in
the analysis, cooperative design workshops based on scenar-
ios of future work situations were established to investigate
the potential of different CSCW technologies in this set-
ting. In the workshops, mock-ups and prototypes were used
to support end-users in assessing CSCW technologies based
on concrete, hands-on experiences. The workshops uncov-

ered several challenges. First, support for sharing materials
would require a huge body of diverse materials to be
integrated, for example into a hypermedia network. Second,

daily work tasks are event driven and plans change too
rapidly for people to register them on a computer. Finally,
tasks are closely coupled to materials being processed thus a
coordination tool should integrate facilities for managing
materials.

KEYWORDS
Cooperative design, hypermedia, coordination, evaluation,
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the fwst CSCW workshop in 1984 interest in the area
has grown rapidly, yet successful products are relatively
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few. Grndin [11] point to explanations such as: those who

do the work don’t get the benefit; and difficulties in
evaluating CSCW applications. From our perspective of
cooperative design one could add: insufficient involvement
of end-users. Cooperative design, as developed in Scan-
dinavia over the last decades, stresses the importance of
creative participation of potential end-users in design
processes in general [4,10,5]. Kyng [16] argues that for
CSCW applications the problems created by lack of user
involvement are particularly severe. This paper describes an

attempt to take a step towards greater user participation in
the design of CSCW applications. Such participation
requires techniques that enable end-users to understand the

possibilities for computer support and to envision work
with a proposed system. Traditional requirement specifica-
tions are not suited for this purpose since most users are
not able to bridge the gap between dry descriptions and their
professional knowledge and skills. Instead we apply tools
and techniques developed specifically for cooperative design.
These include cooperative design workshops with end-users,
where future work situations are envisioned by simulation
of possible computer support using mock-ups and
prototypes thus allowing end-users to get hands-on ex-
periences. However, the focus of this paper is on develop-
ing CSCW requirements in a concrete setting using cooper-
ative techniques, not on the techniques themselves. We refer
readers interested in cooperative design to the papers listed

above.

The work described in this paper is part of a multinational,
EC Esprit II project, EuroCoOp, developing systems sup-
porting distributed collaborative work. The primary goal of

the analysis presented and discussed here is to provide feed-
back to product development in the EuroCoOp projectj both
on specific functionality and as a long term vision for
CSCW in such settings. A secondary goal is to function as
facilitator for the ongoing development of the user organiza-
tion in question.

The paper includes excerpts from a project report [13], and
it is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the case be-
ing studied. Section 3 discusses bottlenecks in daily work,
particularly with respect to cooperation in the user organi-
zation. Section 4 discusses chrdlenges in overcoming the
identified bottlenecks. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2. THE CASE: A LARGE-SCALE TECHNICAL

PROJECT

The domain considered is large-scale technical project mana-
gement, in our case, the Great Belt bridge/tunnel project.
The bridge/tunnel over The Great Belt consists of a railway

tunnel and a roadway bridge from Halsskov, Zealand to
Sprog@ (8 km) and a combined bridge from Sprog@ to
Knudshoved, Funen – the West Bridge (7 km). The com-
pany has offices in Copenhagen, Hatsskov, Knudshoved and
SprogO.

When the decision to build a bridge/tunnel was agreed upon,
Great Belt Link Ltd. (GBL) was established. Early work
centred around creating the organization and producing the
material for the invitation of tenders. Later GBL managed
the selection of contractors and formation of contracts. In
the third phase GBL is supervising the construction activi-
ties, In this phase the organization has changed again by es-
tablishing site-offices. When the bridges and tunnel are
completed in the late ‘90’s, the organization will be respons-
ible for operation and maintenance.

2.1. Supervision
In this section we focus on GBL’s supervision of the con-
struction of the West Bridge. The major part of this work is
done by the GBL site-office in Knudshoved (Figure 1). The
construction of the West Bridge is done by an international
consortium. The construction is specified in thousands of
pages. During construction these specifications evolve and
progress is monitored. In turn, this process involves thous-
ands of pages of progress reports, change requests and non-
conformance reports. The supervision involves three per-
spectives: time, economy, and quality.

Handling of information according to the three perspectives
is carried out primarily by the functions Time Planning,
Economy, and Documentation respectively, cf. Figure 1,
the bottom rectangles, center and right.

Figure 1: Overview of the organizational structure

of the site-office in Knudshoved.

2.2 Computer support

GBL has a comprehensive computer installation based on
local area networks with 2 Mb connections between offices.

Approximately 80% of the personnel have their own PCs.
We briefly describe the computer systems, beginning with
three systems respectively handling information according
to the perspectives: time, economy, and quality.

Time & Artemis
GBL reviews the contractors’ workplans and monitors their
progress. The workplans are divided into three groups: 1)
main activities (hundreds) 2) contmct activities (one or two
thousands), and 3) subactivities (several thousands).

The computer support in Time Planning consists mainly of
the Artemis system, This system supports: 1) analyzing es-
timates, for example, the consequences of an attered dura-
tion of a contract activity with respect to milestones and the
activity network of the whole construction project, 2) main-
tenance of time plans, 3) several standard outputs: bar-
charts, critical paths, resource scheduling, etc., 4) pro-
gramming the system to produce special reports.

Economy & S0S
GBL manages all economic transactions with contractors.
Prices are specified in contracts, but the amount being paid
depend on the quality and status of the deliverables. Pay-
ments are calculated on a monthly basis,

The main computer support consists of the financial man-
agement system, !WN. The functionality of S@S includes:
accounting, project economy (ptanning, budgeting, registra-
tion), contracts (balance, obligations, suppliers). S0S sup-
ports monitoring of main activities, contract activities, and
work items, which corresponds to subactivities in the time
perspective. To ease the daily work, work items are further
decomposed, and spread-sheet applications are used to moni-
tor at this level.

Quality & KIS
Traditionally, in the construction business, supervisors

check delivered products on site. Due to the complexity in
building the bridge/tunnel, GBL has chosen another ap-
proach. Following the new 1S0 9000 standards, the contract
specifies requirements for both construction and quality as-
surance. The idea is that the contractor should document
that specified requirements are met. In contrast to traditional
supervision, supervisors at GBL inspect contractor docu-
mentation as well as spot check products and procedures.

For each check performed by the contractor, a Quality Con-
trol form (QC-form) is prepared and sent to GBL. Typically
a QC-form has a large number of paper based addenda. The
QC-forms are handled by a special-purpose quality assurance
system, KIS. This system contains information about
planned qufllty checks and produces a monthly Document
Plan Status showing accepted, missing and rejected forms,
respectively.
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For handling exceptional situations, two additional docu-
ment types are used: Non-conjiornuzrtce reports, retrospec-

tively reporting deviations from prescribed procedures; and
Change requests for advance assessment of deviations from
a planned procedure/design. Processing these documents re-
quires frequent examination of a handbook, describing the
work procedures for construction, quality control, and su-
pervision. This handbook is referred to as the SAB.

Drawings & DMS
In order to manage approximately 35.000 drawings GBL
has developed a computer based Drawing Management Sys-
tem, DMS. Essentially, the system is a database with on-
line access. DMS lets supervisors retrieve, view, and plot
drawings. Before plotting a drawing, annotations to appear
on the plot can be made. However, the annotations cannot
be linked to the drawing in DMS.

Journal system
All correspondence is logged centrally in the journal system
SCAN-JOUR with the following keys: ID number, cate-
gory number, date, senderheceiver and keywords. All man-

agers can, via secretaries, inspect the correspondence lists
for the whole organization and decide whether they want to
request hard-copies of any of the letters.

Office software
Standard software packages (tlom WordPerfect Corporation)
is used to support e-mail, calendar, word-processing, and
spread-sheets.

3. PROBLEMS AND BOTTLENECKS IN

DAILY WORK AND COLLABORATION
A particularly striking aspect of work at GBL is the
discrepancy between large monolithic, vertical systems and
daily work. Numerous cumbersome procedures have been
developed using ad hoc computer support in order to provide
the “glue” to connect these vertical systems, and to tie them
to actual supervision activities.

KIS, Artemis and S0S are primarily used to produce
monthly reports. But much work in Time Planning and
Economy concerns gathering data and validating data

through negotiations. To this end, e.g. Economy makes use
of spread-sheet-applications, and the supervisors have built
special applications to monitor the construction process.
The Quality Information System, KIS, organizes informa-
tion according to a hierarchy facilitating traceability when
the link is finished and in use. There is no support for us-
ing quality information in the construction phase concer-
ning, for example, tracing information about who handled a
case, what was the PrOblem, and anY relevant or similar
cases. Thus KIS is currently used for registration of standard
data and production of monthly reports, whereas e.g. the
registration of non-conformances and change-requests is
done in Artemis, and a separate database program is used to
create an overview of all the documents (e.g. statistics).

In the following we discuss problems and bottlenecks re-
lated to sharing materials and to coordination. We also

briefly mention some related to communication. Related
distinctions were proposed by S@rgaard [18].

3.1 Sharing materials

Archiving
Processing of correspondence is largely based on standard
procedures, supported by computers. These procedures make
manual sharing of this material in departmental archives
feasible. In contrast, internal basic information such as
casting reports, supervision diaries, supervision notes,
pictorial documentation, and video is handled manually and

with word processors in an ad hoc fashion by the
supervisors. This implies the existence of a considerable
number of differen~ non-integrated archives, some of which
contain redundant information. Thus, sharing materials, in
particular for writing joint reports or updating the SAB, is
difficult.

Retrieval
The ease of retrieving materials depends on the archive in
question: in the Journal system one can search by key; re-
trieval of drawings in DMS can be done by name and num-
bec materials archived locally are often personal and only
organized by date. Furthermore, keys are static and either
extremely standardized or so personal that they are useless
to all but their creator.

A typical task for a supervisor includes assessing a QC-
forrn, handling a non-conformance report, or handling a
change-request. The information needed includes: similar
cases from the past, previous correspondence concerning
this issue, and pictures of this or similar parts of the bridge.
In these cases, retrieval of materials is not easy. The proper
key to an archive is seldom present. And, if the keys are
present, it is cumbersome to find the material in the non-in-
tegrated archives in different locations. In many cases mate-
rial has to be obtained directly from the people organizing a
local archive.

3.2 Coordination

Coordination in Prefab: Action lists
The area manager in Prefab (Prefabrication Work, cf. Figure
1) analyses incoming letters and decides on their urgency,

who should have copies, and who should be responsible for
takhg action. The letters are registered in an “action list”
together with a deadline and initials of the person responsi-
ble. Actions are categorized by three types of deadlines: two
days (ASAP), one weelG and two weeks. The only reminders
provided for the responsible engineers, are weekly copies of
the most recent action list. When an item on the action list
is completed it is moved to a “done-list,”

Although there are no facilities for automatic alerting or for
searching actions on special criteria, the supervisors ex-
plained that the existing facilities have worked reasonably
well. But as document flow increases due to progress in the

construction activities, they anticipate that the current ap-
proach will become insufficient.
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Coordination in Progress Monitoring: Reporting
Each month the contractor delivers drafts of their progress
reports to GBL in order to get payment for completed work.

GBL needs to assess whether the drafts reflect the reality on
site. To undertake this assessment parts of the contractor’s
reports are distributed to supervisors within GBL in order to
get their responses one or two days later. Responses need to

be collected before the progress reports can be negotiated
with the contractor. Progress Monitoring is responsible for
coordinating these responses and for making the finat ver-
sion of the progress report.

Currently there is no support for coordination in progress
assessment, for retrieval of material related to current and
previous assessments, or for the supervisor’s comments and

changes to the materials,

3.3 Communication
In the analysis, several problems concerning explicit com-
munication were identified. One concerns synchronous in-
teraction when situations on site demand quick, mutual,
decision making by personnel situated in different locations
(Copenhagen, Knudshoved, Lindhohn, etc.). Other types of
problems are concerned with asynchronous aspects such as:
how to share knowledge possessed by another departmen~
and how to trace personnel in the workplace. Addressing
these problems was outside the scope of the design work-
shops undertaken so far, hence we do not elaborate further
on these problems.

4. CHALLENGES TO CSCW TECHNOLOGY

FOR LARGE-SCALE TECHNICAL PROJECTS
In this section we assess the potentials of two evolving
CSCW technologies, hypermedia and coordination technol-
ogy, in supporting sharing of materials and task administra-
tion. This assessment is based on the cooperative design
workshops carried out at GBL.

4.1 Hypermedia support for sharing ma-

terials

Several bottlenecks have been identified with respect to
sharing materials at GBL: lack of support for tracing spe-
cific subsets of related materials, and lack of support for
groups of people collaboratively writing and annotating re-

ports, e.g. progress reports. Hypermedia technology [6] has
shown promise in supporting groups working on shared
materials [2,9,19,20]. We explored ways hypermedia tech-
nology could be introduced to overcome the bottlenecks and
problems related to sharing of materials.

4.1.1 A possible GBL hypermedia architecture
We envision a hypermedia based architecture (Figure 2)
where a link server is plugged into the LAN to support in-
terlining of materirds [12]. A similar link server approach
has been proposed by Pearl [17]. The hypermedia
supplements a traditional database organization of the
materials rather than reptacing it. For instance, it should be
possible to sort and index some material types to support
traditional database query facilities.

n,,,, hChange
requests

DProgress

B

Incoming
reports mail

9
Outgoing
mall

Internal

w---l w LuLJ
Y J Link

Personal
servers

Figure 2: A possible hypermedia architecture for

interlinking of materials at GBL. Rounded rect-

angles represent archives of specific node types.

Circles represent link databases (servers).

To support daily work at GBL, at least the following kinds
of materials should be accessible as node types in the hy-
p-nledkx

●

●

●

●

●

●

w

●

The SAB handbook. The chapters should be nodes in the
hypermedia while sections/paragraphs/words can serve as
link anchors,

DMS drawings should be included via a CAD node type.
Arbitrary drawing objects should ideally be anchorable.

Non-conformance reports and Change requests should be
stored and indexed as sepamte nodes.

Incoming mail/fax should be scanned or otherwise entered
as nodes in the hypermedia. Anchoring of regions in let-
ters should be provided regardless of whether letters have
been converted via Character Recognition (OCR).

Outgoing mail/fax and internal notes already in computer-
based form should be stored as nodes.

Action/Done-lists should be available as nodes. Action de-
scriptions should be anchorable units.

Progress reports should be included in the hypermedia. Ad-
denda should be nodes and the report itself needs to be
broken into several nodes to allow simultaneous user an-
notations.

The su~ervisors’ materials: su~ervision diaries, notes. r)ic-
tures, ~ideos, etc., should be ~ccessible in the hypert&dia
to support internal cross references and external access.

The tools: CAD systems, word processors, etc., are respon-
sible for defining the types of anchorable units in the spe-
cific material. Links between anchors in materials are stored
in one or more link databases, servers, in the network. This
allows the whole organization, a departmen~ or a smaller
group of people to share materials and networks of links.
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4.1.2 A use scenario for hypermedia technology
The hypermedia services should be available to all GBL
personnel in the WAN subject to suitable access restric-
tions. Due to performance requirements, separate link
servers for each LAN is needed, but it should be possible to
link across LANs.

A Journal system (cf. Section 2.2) is an integrated part of
the hypermedia, The secretaries currently responsible for
registering correspondence become responsible for entering
letters, faxes, change requests, and non-conformance reports
into the hypermedia network. As a supplement and partly a
substitute for registering keywords, they establish initial
sets of public links between new and existing materials in
the hypermedia. When, for example, an incoming letter is a
response to a letter already stored in the network, a “Refer-
to”- link is established between them.

Instead of having secretaries photocopy incoming materials
for manual distribution and filing in several local archives,
the entry of material into the hypermeda should imply au-
tomatic notifications to personnel subscribing to that type
of material (cf. [20]). This procedure requires less photo-
copying, but more printers for enabling people to get hard-
copies quickly. Photocopies of certain materials may be
made for a few persons who have to print anyway.

Other personnel can immediately inspect materials in the
system. They can follow links made during
“joumalization,” add links to existing materials, and anno-
tate materials, thus sharing their reactions with others.

For instance, when a supervisor gets the responsibility for
carrying out an action, he may want to find all earlier corre-
spondence and notes regarding this matter, Assuming exist-
ing materials were entered and interlinked during earlier
work on the case, the relevant materials could be accessed
dwectly by following links. Semi-automatic gathering of
materials from the hypermedia is supported by browsers of
nodes and links with certain characteristics. Specifying a
linearization of subsets of nodes for making printouts
should dSO be supported.

4.1.3 Challenges in supporting shared materials
The above scenario was developed in conjunction with
evaluation of a prototype illustrating hypermedia potentials
in the GBL context. This subsection summarises the im-
portant issues uncovered by GBL personnel’s reactions to
the hypermedia prototype and use seentio.

Making a diversity of shared materials accessible
Supporting efficient on-line access to all shared materials
would greatly reduce the need for multiple archiving, reduce
the workload on the secretaries responsible for archiving,
and finally support the engineers in sharing materials needed
for their work. But the materials also need to be stored on
paper for legal reasons.

The materials used for daily work represent gigs-bytes of
text, scanned letters, CAD drawings, spreadsheets, Artemis

diagrams, videos, and still pictures. To make such a diver-
sity of materials electronically accessible, it is necessary to
be able to interlink the heterogeneous materials with a ho-
mogeneous linking mechanism across the tools, as e.g.
proposed by Pearl [17].

Fhmlly, providing on-line access to all relevant materials,
requires support for scanning and storing a large body of in-
coming paper mail. Similar challenges are identified by
DeYoung [8] in supporting auditing with hypertext. It is
also important that letters preserve their formatting, hence
OCR should only be applied when letters received are drafts
to be used for further revision.

Supporting collaborative writing
Today several documents @ogress reports, SAB, and meet-
ing minutes) include contributions from many persons.
Currently, however, one person is responsible for collecting

paper proposals and materials to edit into final documents.
The hypermedia should support electronic collection and

commenting of documents in progress, but the main editing
responsibility may still be assigned to one person. Private
sets of nodes and links both for shared and individual mate-
rials should also be supported, similar to “separate con-
texts” proposed in [9].

Supporting link attributes
It should be easy to see who has established a certain link,
since the competencies of the individuals who make annota-
tions are important to assess the status of a document or a
case being worked on.

Different categories of links such as “Comment-”, “See-”,
“Refers-to-”, and “Follow-Up-” links, are needed. For in-

stance, it should be possible to get a browser view of all
“See-” references without including annotations in the view.
Supporting such categorization could be provided by a flex-
ible attribute mechanism as proposed in [14].

Combining linking and keyword search for infor-

mation retrieval
Currently the only way to find a document in the Journal
system is via key-based search. This is insufficient even if
key-assignment is highly standardized in the group. In con-

trast marked links in materials support immediate access
without having to guess, e.g. a date or which keywords an-
other person assigned to the document being looked for.
The hypermedia should also allow query search to tind root
documents which can be used for further link following.

The existing materials are manually interlined with eross-
references: e.g. half of the letters refer to sections or para-
graphs in the SAB, and the SAB is often examined to check
the actual wording. Links would increase efficiency in SAB
access tlom other documents. Moreover, an accepted change
request implies the addition of variation notes to the SAB.
Variation notes should be linked to relevant sections of the
SAB and to the instigating change request.
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Dynamic journalization via distributed link

creation
The secretaries should maintain standard sets of public links

between documents. For instance, the “Master File” of con-
tract activity contains a standard set of documents that need
to be interlinked in a standard way to ease navigation
among them.

The obvious links (e.g. “Refers-to”) between incoming
mail and existing materials should also be established by
the secretaries responsible for entering mail into the hy-
permedia. In contrast to the current static key encoding, the
engineers become responsible for establishing public links
that support later tracking of the materials with respect to
contents.

For documents under modification, a reasonable procedure
would be to assign a maintainer for modifications of con-
tents that may affect links to and from the document.

Introducing hypermedia
Developing a hypermedia architecture should not require re-
programming all existing applications. Instead a hyperme-
dia architecture should be bootstrapped by installing a ker-
nel supporting linldng and the most fundamental text nodes
and then making “wrappers” for other applications like
CAD systems. A wrapper is an object in the h~rmedii~ ar-
chitecture that encapsulates a non-hypermedia application
and provides linking to and from the basic unit of material
supported by the application. Such a minimal architecture
might support Iinklng from, say, a word in a report to a

CAD drawing, but not to parts of the drawing, because the
wrapped CAD system does not support anchoring.

Finally, a huge effort is required to integrate old materials
into a hypermedia. Probably it is only realistic to enter new
incoming materials in the hypermedia. Links to old
materials could be entered incrementally in conjunction
with work on a case. Alternatively a hypermedia needs to be
in place at (sub-) project start.

4.2 Support for Coordination

The CSCW literature contains many proposals for coordina-

tion technology (e.g. [1,3,7,15]). Several of these proposals
are based on rather formal models of human communication
and people’s roles in cooperation. In contrast to coordina-
tion based on communication models, our analysis showed
that the majority of coordination activities were closely
coupled to materials being processed, and tasks being as-
signed to people were triggered by events on site or reecival
documents. At GBL short action descriptions maintained in
lists with references to documents and people responsible
play an important role in coordination of daily work.

4.2.1 Possible coordination technology for GBI.
We envision computer support for the coordination of fioe-
ument flow from the area manager and progress monitoring
respectively to the supervisors and back. The idea is that,
for example, the area manager receives scanned documents
to be assessed from the contractor. These are then dealt with

by means of an action list appearing in a window as
sketched in the Area Manager’s View in Figure 3.

Each line consists of a folder icon linking to the relevant
material, a name identifying the document(s) in question,

the due-date, and the responsible supervisor, Parts of the list
are then issued, resulting in appropriate lines popping up in
the local ToDo lists of the responsible supervisors (as illus-
trated in the Supervisors View in Figure 3). The supervisor
can then select an icon and read the documents on screen (or
print them out) and add comments. When the supervisor is
fiiished (e.g. pressing a done-button), the folder icon on the
area manager’s screen is highlighted (probably in twcl
different ways according to whether the action requires
further action or not).

This way, actions and relevant material are coupled, and
systematic distribution of tasks to people takes place when
needed instead of today’s weekly action list; a continuously
updated overview of the state of the tasks is provide~ and
access to documents as well as coordination of the tasks
concerning specific documents could be direct and visible to
all participants. Seen from the area manager’s point of
view, tasks are handled based on the type of the documents
and the type of bridge/tunnel components, because the
concern of the area manager is recurrent problems rather
than specific ones.

Another example of using the coordination facilities is il-
lustrated in Progress Monitoring’s View in Figure 3. In this
view progress of the construction of specific elements is
essential. To support this, progress reports should be
organized according to contract activities and work items. In
contrast, supervisors accessing documents need access
according to different technical criteria. A central feature of a
coordination tool is that it should allow everybody to
organize their own view of the materials without having to
store multiple copies.

A reminder facility should be provided to monitor different
time limits: the area manager should be notified as to
whether the different tasks are carried out on time, and the
supervisors as deadlines approach. The three views should
be integmted as shown in Figure 3.

4.2.2 Challenges with respect to coordination
The scenario above was developed in conjunction with a
paper-based mock-up illustrating coordination and commu-
nication technology potentials in the GBL context. This
subsection discusses a sample of GBL personnel’s reactions
to the mock-up and use scenario.

Task management is closely coupled to materials

being processed
The majority of supervision tasks at GBL are initiated by
documents sent by the contractor. Thus, a manual approach
to coordination, coupling action lists and (references to) ma-
terials important for the actions, was chosen, However, due
to the large body of materials and implied actions, computer

support is needed. In addition, support for structuring and
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Area Manager’s View

Supervi80r’s View

Progress

Monitoring’s View

p — 28jan TA
. . . , I

Figure 3: Possible support for coordination

monitoring ongoing activities is needed. But it is crucial
that a coordination tool monitoring tasks also support
retrieval of materials related to the tasks.

Task assignment is event driven
Often, letters or phone calls from the contractor or
construction site initiate tasks needing immediate attention.
This implies that it is hard to plan in advance; personnel of-

ten cancel other appointments to take action in these cases.
Such reactions to the use scenario challenge the usefulness
of detailed task registration on an hour-to-hour basis. How-
ever, administering longer term tasks, as the action lists and
progress reporting represents, could be supported as in the
above scenario.

Recurrent task assignments
Support for issuing recurrent tasks to people is needed. For
instance, the monthly progress reporting requires the same
types of material to be assessed by nearly the same subset
of enginedmanagers by a certain deadline. Today a manual
template is used for distributing these tasks, and the
Progress Monitoring engineer has to follow upon the tasks
by calling people who do not respond in time. Hence,
having computer support to handle a recurrent set of tasks
and issuing them periodically by editing a template would
be useful. The template should support inclusion of
references to materials to be assessed by the person
responsible for the task.

Coordination support without overhead
Another issue of great concern to the users is overhead. Co-
ordination support should not appear as yet another system
requesting input, because of management needs to monitor
statas. Similar observations are discussed in [11]. One way
to reduce overhead is to integrate the ‘administration’ of
tasks with handling of materials for the tasks as proposed
above.

A related problem with a separate coordination tool is that
area managers and Progress Monitoring would hesitate in
using it to issue tasks, fearing that people would not notice
the tasks they are assigned to,

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The investigation described here was part of the EuroCoOp
Esprit project aimed at developing CSCW tools for do-
mains such as large scale technical projects. Due to recog-
nized difficulties in designing CSCW applications [11, 16],
we undertook a cooperative design process together with
users from the GBL organisation.

Information systems in use at GBL are mainly vertical and

aimed at producing periodical reports for management. The
daily cooperation around supervision activities including
processing a large body of documents is not supported, lead-
ing to several bottlenecks in the cooperation, which cur-
rently is based on ad hoc combinations of manual proce-
dures and office applications.

In the cooperative design workshops assessing hypermedia
and coordination technology it was seen that a combination
of the technologies would help overcome a number of the
identitled bottlenecks and open new possibilities for super-
vision and management of tasks. However, the investiga-
tion also uncovered a number of challenges for CSCW
tools in such domains:

Most current hypermedia systems exist as closed entities
based on a set of special purpose editors. In contrast, the
technical project domain needs a homogeneous linking
mechanism to loosely couple a heterogeneous set of appli-
cations. This should support both navigation in giga-
bytes of information and collaborative writing.

Most proposals for coordination technology are based on
form~ m;dels of communication and roiis. In contrast,
our domain requires coordination support closely coupled
to the materiats processed and flexible enough to support a
dynamic, event driven environment evolving via the tasks
to be monitored.

The results of the investigation described in this paper are
providing input for the ongoing development of hypermedia
and coordination technology as well as the overall CSCW
architecture in the EuroCoOp project and a follow up Esprit
III project catled EuroCODE.
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